Effective MONDAY, JULY 6th the Greater Wichita YMCA requires face masks (covering the mouth and nose) for everyone inside our facilities at all times except:

- Children (ages 0-7) and any individual with a medical condition, mental health condition, or disability that prevents wearing a face covering
- When any individual is actively engaging in the following activities:
  - Exercising and/or using equipment on fitness floors
  - Participating in group exercise classes or programs in studios
  - Playing recreational or organized sports in gyms or on courts
  - Swimming, using aquatics facilities, or showering

We strongly encourage those outside our facilities but on our grounds (water parks, athletic fields, parking lots, etc.), to:

- Wear face masks over nose and mouth (unless ages 0-7 or prevented from doing so)
- Maintain an appropriate distance (six feet or more) from all other parties
- Limit contact to infrequent or incidental movement within fitness activities

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

QUESTIONS? Please speak with a member of our Branch Leadership Staff.

We cannot completely eliminate the potential spread of illness. Please consider your risk when entering.